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DESCRIPTION 
 
The practice of inventory acceptance confirmation provides buyers with the opportunity to 
inspect, approve, and receive delivered goods. The seller can only invoice a shipment once 
the customer has confirmed his or her acceptance of the delivered goods. This practice is 
beneficial to a business because it reduces the incidence of sales returns and helps avoid 
misunderstandings relating to the delivery and receipt of goods. You can activate and utilize 
the Inventory Acceptance feature in the Sales Order (SO) module. Since the feature also 
affects invoice processing, the enhancement is also implemented in the Accounts Receivable 
(AR) module. 
 

This Technical Note discusses the procedures for activating and setting up the Inventory 
Acceptance feature. It also discusses the relevant transactions and journal entries. For 
information about the effects of the feature on inventory quantities, refer to Article # 1327: 
Understanding the Effects of the Inventory Acceptance Feature on Inventory Quantities and 
General Ledger Entries.     
   

SOLUTION  
 
Activate and set up the feature 

 
To activate and set up Inventory Acceptance, perform these procedures: 

 
1. Access the SO Module Setup function, and follow these steps: 

 
a. Go to the General (1) tab, and mark these checkboxes (see Figure 1): 

 
• Enable Inventory Acceptance - You can mark this checkbox anytime; however, 

once marked, you can unmark it only in the absence of outstanding shipments that 
are yet for acceptance, refused items that are still in-transit, and open sales orders 
with line items that are not set for auto-acceptance.  
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• Auto-accept – Marking this checkbox configures AccountMate to mark the Auto-
accept checkbox in the Create Sales Order > Information tab by default.   

 
 

 

Figure 1. SO Module Setup ► General (1) Tab 
 
 

b. Go to the GL Accounts tab and assign the Interim Inventory and Discarded 
Inventory GL Account IDs. See Figure 2. 

 

c. Click the OK button to save your changes.  
 

2. Exit the company and re-access it again to refresh AccountMate. Verify that new 
functions are added in the Transactions, Reports, and Maintenance menu. 

 
3. Launch the Administrator program; then, follow these steps: 

 
a. Access the Group/User Setup function. 



 

b. Verify that you have access rights to the new functions. If not, then select the 
appropriate access rights.  
 

c. Click OK to save the settings. 
 

 

Figure 2. SO Module Setup ► GL Accounts Tab 
 
 
Inventory Acceptance Transactions 

 

The inventory acceptance confirmation process starts during sales order creation. Before 
creating a sales order, there are features that you can set up that affect the shipment and 
invoice creation process including the Auto-accept setting for each line item and the 
Acceptance Generate Invoice setting for the customer.  
 
If you do not want to record the acceptance confirmation for any sales order shipments, you 
can mark the Auto-accept check box in the SO Module Setup ► General (1) tab (see 
Figure 1). This will automatically mark the Auto-accept check box in the Create Sales 
Order ► Information tab (see Figure 3).  



 

 

Figure 3. Create Sales Order ► Information Tab 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Create Sales Order ► Line Item Details Tab 



 

The Auto-accept setting in the Create Sales Order > Information tab is the default 
setting for the line items added to the sales order; however, you can change the Auto-
accept setting for each line item in the Create Sales Order > Line Item Details tab. For 
example, Figure 4 shows that CHAIR-SW4 is set for Auto-acceptance; it means that once 
this line item is shipped, its acceptance confirmation no longer needs to be recorded using 
the Record Inventory Acceptance function.   
 
Another factor is the Acceptance Generate Invoice feature. The Customer 
Maintenance ► Settings tab ► Ship Generate Invoice check box is replaced with the 
Acceptance Generate Invoice check box (see Figure 5). Marking this checkbox configures 

AccountMate to automatically generate an invoice once the shipment’s acceptance 
confirmation is recorded. If you want to use the Generate Invoice From Shipment 
function in the AR module, you can deactivate the Acceptance Generate Invoice feature 
by unmarking the check box. 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Customer Maintenance ► Settings Tab 
 
 

The next sections discuss the different scenarios involving the inventory acceptance feature. 
Specifically, each section enumerates the basic steps in the process and shows the Pro-
forma journal entries generated. These sections also discuss the changes in the existing 
processes including canceling shipments, voiding an invoice, or creating an advanced billing. 
The sample transactions exclude any sales returns, sales discounts, freight, and sales tax; 
thus, the journal entries do not show the related GL Account IDs.     
 



 

• Scenario A - Shipping sales orders and invoicing shipments with the Acceptance 
Generate Invoice setting enabled 
 

In this scenario, the Acceptance Generate Invoice setting is enabled in the customer 
record.   
1. Create two sales orders for the same customer. All line items in one sales order (SO# 

1078) are set to automatic inventory acceptance confirmation while for the line items 
in the second sales order (SO# 1079) the Auto-accept feature is disabled.    

 
2. Ship all the line items for both sales orders. An invoice is generated for SO# 1078 

because the customer is set to Acceptance Generate Invoice and all the line items 
in the sales order are set to Auto-accept.  

 
Journal entries for SO# 1078 (Auto-accept is enabled):   

 
DR. Un-invoiced Inventory    $$$ 

CR. Stock Inventory/Non-stock Inventory    $$$ 
 

DR. Accounts Receivable    $$$ 
DR. Cost of Goods Sold     $$$ 

CR. Sales Revenue       $$$ 
CR. Un-invoiced Inventory      $$$ 

 
Journal entries for SO# 1079 (Auto-accept is disabled): 

 
DR. Interim Inventory     $$$ 

CR. Stock Inventory/Non-stock Inventory   $$$ 
 

3. Access Record Inventory Acceptance and enter SO# 1079; then, enter 2 in the 
Line Items tab ► Accept Qty field to record the acceptance confirmation for the 

entire shipped quantity (see Figure 6). Save the transaction. 
 

Journal entries for SO# 1079: 
 
DR. Un-invoiced Inventory    $$$ 

CR. Interim Inventory      $$$ 
 

DR. Accounts Receivable    $$$ 
DR. Cost of Goods Sold     $$$ 

CR. Sales Revenue       $$$ 
CR. Un-Invoiced Inventory      $$$ 

 
• Scenario B - Shipping sales orders and invoicing shipments with the Acceptance 

Generate Invoice disabled 

 
In this scenario the Acceptance Generate Invoice check box is unmarked in the 
customer record. 

 
1. If we use the same sales orders created in section A ► step 1, the following journal 

entries will be generated during shipment. Since the Acceptance Generate Invoice 
parameter is not set for the customer, no invoice is generated for both sales orders at 
this point.   

 



 

Journal entries for SO# 1078 (Auto-accept is enabled): 
 

DR. Un-invoiced Inventory    $$$ 
CR. Stock Inventory/Non-stock Inventory    $$$ 

 
Journal entries for SO# 1079 (Auto-accept is disabled): 

 
DR. Interim Inventory     $$$ 

CR. Stock Inventory/Non-stock Inventory    $$$ 
 

 

 

Figure 6. Record Inventory Acceptance ► Line Items Tab 
 
 

2. Record the inventory acceptance confirmation for SO# 1079.  
 

Journal entries for SO# 1079: 
 
DR. Un-invoiced Inventory    $$$ 

CR. Interim Inventory      $$$ 
 

3. Access Generate Invoice From Shipment in the AR module and generate the 
invoices for both sales orders. Though the shipment does not require an inventory 
acceptance confirmation, AccountMate still assigns it an acceptance number. In the 
example, though SO# 1078 has not been accessed in the Record Inventory 
Acceptance function, it is still assigned with acceptance #1000000009 (see Figure 7). 

 



 

Journal entries for SO#s 1078 and 1079: 
 
DR. Accounts Receivable    $$$ 
DR. Cost of Goods Sold     $$$ 

CR. Sales Revenue       $$$ 
CR. Un-invoiced Inventory      $$$ 

 
 

 

Figure 7. Generate Invoice From Shipment 
 
 

• Scenario C - Recording refused shipments 
 

For some reason, a customer may refuse to receive the shipment. An example is when 
the goods fail to meet the customer’s specifications or when the goods got damaged 
along the way. In cases like these, you may opt to have the goods disposed of or you 

may ship the goods back to the source warehouse. You can record the transaction in 
AccountMate by performing these steps: 
 
1. Access the sales order in the Record Inventory Acceptance function.  
 
2. Enter the number of refused units in the Refuse Qty field; then, provide the code that 

represents the reason for the refusal in the Reason field (see Figure 8).  
 

3. Review the default value in the Receiving Whse field. This will be the warehouse 
where the returned goods will be stored.  

 
4. If you have decided not to ship back the goods and instead have them disposed of, 

mark the Discard checkbox.       

 
5. Click Save. 



 

Journal entries if refused goods are returned: 
 
DR. In-transit Inventory     $$$ 

CR. Interim Inventory      $$$ 
 

Journal entries if refused units are discarded: 
 
DR. Discarded Inventory    $$$ 

CR. Interim Inventory      $$$ 
 

 

 

Figure 8. Record Inventory Acceptance ► Line Item Details Tab 
 
 

6. To record the receipt of the returned refused goods, access the Receive In-Transit 
Inventory function (see Figure 9).  

 
7. Enter the received quantity in the Receive Qty field.  
 
8. Review the receiving bin in the Bin field and change the default bin, if necessary. 
        

9. If you discard the remaining in-transit quantities, mark the Cancel All Unreceive Qty 
checkbox.  

 
10. Click Save. 
 

Journal entries for received in-transit refused units: 

 
DR. Stock Inventory/Non-stock Inventory  $$$ 

CR. In-transit Inventory      $$$ 



 

Journal entries for discarded in-transit refused units: 
 
DR. Discarded Inventory    $$$ 

CR. In-transit Inventory      $$$ 
 
 

 

Figure 9. Receive In-Transit Inventory 
 
 

• Scenario D - Cancelling inventory acceptance confirmation 
 

You can no longer amend the transaction recorded in the Record Inventory 
Acceptance function. If you need to correct something in the recorded transaction, you 
must cancel it and record the inventory acceptance or refusal confirmation again.   
 
You cannot access the sales order in the Cancel Inventory Acceptance function if 
either of the following conditions is true: 

 
➢ No inventory acceptance confirmation is recorded for the shipped quantities because 

the line items are set to Auto-accept, or 

 
➢ An invoice has been generated for the transaction. 

 
Follow these steps to cancel the inventory acceptance confirmation transaction: 

 
1. Access the Cancel Inventory Acceptance function (see Figure 10).  
 
2. In the Cancel Qty field enter a cancel quantity for the accepted quantity or refused 

in-transit quantity.     



 

3. Click Void.  
 
4. In the Cancel Inventory Acceptance dialogue box review the default void date. 

Change the entered void date if necessary. 
 
5. Click OK to save the transaction.   

 
Journal entries for canceled inventory acceptance confirmation: 

 
DR. Interim Inventory     $$$ 

CR. Un-Invoiced Inventory      $$$ 
 

Journal entries for canceled inventory refusal confirmation: 
 
DR Interim Inventory     $$$ 

CR. In-transit Inventory      $$$ 
 
 

 

Figure 10. Cancel Inventory Acceptance 
 
 

• Scenario E - Canceling Shipment  

 
Additional validations for the Cancel Shipment function are put in place when the 
Inventory Acceptance feature is enabled. The validations are based on whether the 
line items in the sales order require an inventory acceptance confirmation. A shipment 
can be cancelled using the function only if all the following conditions are true: 

 
➢ The line items in the sales order do not require acceptance confirmation (i.e., the 

Auto-accept setting is marked), and 
 



 

➢ If the line items require acceptance confirmation, the acceptance confirmation for any 
quantity of the shipment has not been recorded yet.    

 
If a sales order has a line item that requires acceptance confirmation and another that 
does not, the shipped quantities for both line items can be canceled provided that no line 
item quantities, which require acceptance confirmation, have been accepted. For 
example, item# AEROCHAIR-A1 requires acceptance confirmation and item# BKCASE-4 
does not; if 2 units out of the 5 shipped quantities of AEROCHAIR-A1 have been recorded 
as accepted, no units of AEROCHAIR-A1 can be canceled and only the shipped units of 
BKCASE-4 are available for cancellation in the Cancel Shipment function.   

 
• Scenario F – Voiding AR invoice 

 
When you void an invoice using the Create Invoice function, AccountMate provides you 
with the option to cancel the accepted inventory quantities as well as the related 
shipment records. Refer to Figure 11 for the message that is displayed when voiding an 
invoice. Clicking Yes will cancel the inventory acceptance confirmation and the shipment 
transactions for the voided invoice. Clicking No will only void the invoice.     

 
 

 

Figure 11. Create Invoice ► Click Void ► Dialog Box 
 
 

• Scenario G - Creating Advanced Billing 
 

Line items that require inventory acceptance are subject to the customer’s approval of 
the delivered goods; therefore, they cannot be billed in advance. The Create Advanced 
Billing function validates the line items that can be processed in the function. The 
function only allows line items that do not require inventory acceptance confirmation; 

thus, if a sales order includes line items that require acceptance confirmation, they will 
be excluded from the list of line items for advance billing.   

   
 
 
 
 



 

Understanding the Inventory Acceptance feature helps users comply with the US GAAP 
and IFRS on proper recognition of revenues from sale of shipped items subject to 
conditions.  
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